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TOP NEWS CEU RESOURCES FOR INSTRUCTORS

JULY/AUGUST 2019 Recertification

Top News 

Have an Idea for a Lifesavers Session? 

The Lifesavers Conference Planning Committee is now accepting speaker proposals for the 2020 
Conference workshops, which will be held March 15-17 in Tampa, Florida. Proposals must be submitted 
via Lifesavers’ online portal and will be accepted until September 6. All speaker proposals are carefully 
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reviewed for their applicability to the Lifesavers Conference audience with an emphasis on “research to 
practice” and “vigorously evaluated programs.”  

Please note, Lifesavers will NOT accept a proposal with multiple speakers; only single speaker 
proposals will be accepted. 

Financial assistance is available to help speakers from non-profits, government agencies and advocacy 
groups to offset a portion of their travel/conference expenses.  (Those seeking financial aid should check 
with their State Highway Safety Office first before requesting assistance from Lifesavers.) Please don’t 
let the cost of attending the Lifesavers Conference deter you or a colleague from submiting a proposal to 
speak in Tampa. 

Submit your speaker proposal today. 

 

CPST Month 2019 

Our sixth CPST Month was a success with 1,248 newly certified technicians. Thank you to the more 
than 446 instructors who taught the 96 Certification Courses in 40 states. This year 5 states each held 6 
courses. Let’s hear it for Illinois, Indiana, New York, Pennsylvania and South Carolina! 

Lead Instructors for May Certification courses were sent lapel pins for their instructor teams. If you 
taught a course, ask your Lead about yours! 

Plan now for the next CPST Month: May 2020! 

 

REMINDER Apply to be on the CPS Board 

Interested in becoming a member of the National Child Passenger Safety Board?  The Board is seeking 
applicants for Child Passenger Safety Advocate-At Risk/Underserved Populations and Injury 
Prevention-Healthcare. Please visit the Board website or join the Facebook page for updates as the date 
draws near. 

Submitted by Lonny Haschel, CPSB Membership Committee Chair (Garland, TX) 

 

NHTSA Heatstroke Campaign 2019  

2018 marked a tragic milestone: the highest number of deaths attributed to pediatric vehicular heatstroke 
in a single year on record, at 52 children. Already this year (as of June 10, 2019) eleven children have 
already died. This year, NHTSA’s Heatstroke Campaign kicked off their paid advertising campaign on 
May 27 using radio and online platforms. It runs through August 11 and will continue with a variety of 
social media activities and increased partner outreach throughout the summer. 

National Heatstroke Prevention Day is July 31. Mark your calendars and help spread the word about the 
heatstroke prevention Tweet-up planned for that day (7am-7pm ET).  Follow @NHTSAgov today. In 
addition, NHTSA has updated its “Get Involved” toolkit with several infographics and social graphics to 
help amplify the heatstroke message.  Sample earned media materials and NHTSA materials are also 
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available on www.trafficsafetymarketing.gov or at www.nhtsa.gov/heatstroke. In speaking to parents 
and caregivers this summer about child passenger safety, remember to give them these tips:  

 NEVER leave a child in a vehicle unattended. 

 Make it a habit to look in the back seat EVERY time you exit the car. 

 ALWAYS lock the car and put the keys out of reach. 

Thank you for all that you do to protect and empower children and families. 

Submitted by Laura Dunn, NHTSA (Washington, DC) 

 

Best Practice Review: Tether Myths and Facts 

Like many of you, I am on Facebook to see what is going in the field and to stay connected with the 
CPS Community. The other day I was going through Facebook car seat group sites and a parent posed 
this question: “Is it safe to install my forward-facing car seat in a position without a tether anchor?” As 
with many of these types of questions the Best Practice people came out in droves, making sure the 
parent would not use that position.  One technician said that if you don’t use the tether your child could 
sustain a head injury.  

As CPSTs, we must remember that, while we encourage “Best”, “Good” and “Better” are also 
acceptable. I know that we are all on the same side -- keeping kids safe and every measure we can take 
makes a child safer -- however to what end?  We need to be cautious that we are not using scare tactics 
to convince parents the “Best” practice should be their only option. What we do say is that it decreases 
forward movement which can help prevent injuries. We always follow manufacturer instructions, and 
they usually (there are a few exceptions) do not require tether use. Their policies are based on extensive 
crash testing.  

Not all vehicles have tether anchors in every seating position, and at no time, should a parent feel they 
are putting their child in jeopardy because they have a child in every seating position and cannot follow 
a best practice for each child.  

Caregivers rely on us to provide accurate information. When we post, it is not a personal message but 
public. As technicians, we must remember that when we answer on Facebook or other social media 
outlets, we are talking to more than just that one person asking the questions. There are many people 
who have the same question, and they need to understand the whys, and from there, make choices based 
on their situation.  

Submitted by Courtney Barry, Chicco USA (Conestoga, PA) 

 

NEW Policy Refresher: Confused about Community Education vs Continuing 
Education? 

While conducting audits for a year now it has become apparent there is still a bit of confusion as to what 
is acceptable for the Community Education requirements and the difference from Continuing Education 
(CEUs). How I differentiate the two is I think of Continuing Education as new updated information 
which “improves your CPS Technical Knowledge” and are building blocks for the CPS knowledge you 
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already have while Community Education is you as a technician sharing your knowledge with others by 
educating non CPS technicians or learning how to conduct the education.  

For more information on this topic, please see pages R-5 – R-6 of the recertification section of the 
Policies & Procedures Manual or look on the website. 

Submitted by Debbie Landoskey, Quality Assurance Specialist, Safe Kids Worldwide. 

(Ormond Beach, Fla.) 

 

Challenges as a Military-Affiliated CPST   

Everyone wants to believe that getting certified while being part of a military family is going to be great! 
We get to help a truly under-served community in child passenger safety. Mostly, the community is 
receptive. However, as a military-affiliated CPST, we move often, sometimes every 2 years. That means 
we have to find ways to get involved in CPS. It has become apparent that some communities do not 
welcome military-affiliated folks with open arms and often, we have to “prove” ourselves. This makes it 
challenging to keep our certifications active. 

We take the same CPST certification courses that you did. We are certified through the same curriculum 
as every other CPST, and military-affiliated CPSTIs are teaching the same curriculum. Often, our 
experiences can bring more interesting perspectives, because we may have experienced situations that 
others may not have. And because we are so transient, we sometimes have personal experiences that 
may add to your Instructor Team or your CPS community. 

It is not just military-affiliated CPSTs that have these issues. Whenever a CPST moves to a new place, 
they may face similar issues. Overall, we just want to be accepted by the CPST community at large; no 
matter whether we have lived somewhere for 2 months, 2 years, or 22 years. 

Moving is hard. Knowing there are CPSTs working in the new-to-us community helps to make it easier. 
We look forward to joining the local CPST community and supporting events and courses. Take 
advantage of our experience and enthusiasm for CPS at car seat checks and inspection stations, 
certification and awareness courses and community events. 

Submitted by Shannon Powers, CPSTI (Altus, OK) 

 

JPMA: Useful Life of Car Seats 

Common questions from parents and caregivers revolve around the useful life periods and expiration 
dates for car seats. Older car seats may not provide as much protection. In fact, most state child restraint 
laws expressly require proper use of these safety devices, and manufacturer instructions for proper use 
require adherence to expiry policies. To help consumers understand the reasons car seats have limited 
lifespans, JPMA and its manufacturer members offer the following explanation. 

Car seats and booster seats are safety devices designed to protect children from crash forces, 
and they have limited useful lives identified by their manufacturers. Consumers must not use 
children’s car seats or booster seats beyond their stated useful life or expiry dates to avoid 
potential risks that could lead to less than optimal performance. Most state and provincial laws 
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require proper use of these devices in accordance with manufacturer instructions, and these 
instructions include statements of useful life. 

Some of the considerations manufacturers use to determine a model’s useful life include: 

Crash history – A car seat or booster seat is designed to provide protective benefits in a single 
moderate to severe crash, and then must be replaced. Even a minor crash can cause some damage. 
Knowing and remembering the full history of a car seat or booster seat and permanently discarding a 
seat that has been in a crash is important to the safety of the child. Check the manufacturer 
instructions for replacement guidance. 

Regulatory changes – All car seats and booster seats must meet stringent performance standards. 
With new research these safety regulations continue to improve, and manufacturers make 
appropriate changes to ensure compliance. Regulations are not retroactive, and seats that are beyond 
their useful life may not offer the same protective benefits. 

Voluntary improvements – In addition to regulatory changes, car seat and booster seat 
manufacturers voluntarily improve designs to provide additional safety benefits. While current 
models include these improvements, expired car seats and boosters may not. 

Missing or damaged parts – Car seats have many functional parts, and over time some parts 
may become damaged or lost. Their components are exposed to environmental factors like food, 
drinks, dirt, debris, cleaners and other contaminants that may degrade the car seat’s effectiveness. 

Labels and instructions – To fully benefit from car seats and boosters, instructions must be 
followed, and the required labels must be legible. Over time, regular use of these devices may result 
in lost instructions or damaged labels. In addition, instructions and labels are often changed or 
improved based on research and field performance. 

Consult your manufacturer instructions to learn the useful life of your car seat.  

A car seat or booster seat that has reached its stated useful life should be permanently disposed of, so it 
cannot be reused by other families. Prior to disposing of or recycling the car seat, remove the padding, 
cut the harnesses and label the plastic shell with a permanent marker as, “Expired. Do not use.” 

Submitted by Joseph M Colella, JPMA (Beaufort, SC) 

 

The App is Here! National Digital Car Seat Check Form Update 

The “Car Seat Check Form” App is now available for certified CPS Technicians and Instructors to 
download for free on Google Play or iTunes. Availability through Amazon is in progress, so look out for 
that later this year. 

This app can be used offline or in connection with a Wi-Fi or data connection. An app How-to Guide 
and supporting tutorial video are available at cpsboard.org. A Wi-Fi or data connection is needed to 
submit final check forms, but not during car seat inspection itself. 

If CPSTs have questions after reviewing the How-to Guide and video or would like to schedule a 
training for your state or region to orient technicians to the National Digital Car Seat Check Form 
(NDCF), please email Jennifer Booge. Feedback can also be submitted through personal NDCF 
accounts in the “Report Feedback” tab once logged in. 
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We are excited to share that technicians have created user accounts in all states, the District of 
Columbia, Guam, Northern Mariana Islands and Puerto Rico. Our thanks to everyone who has begun 
using or familiarizing themselves with this resource. Future plans include a robust data analysis that will 
be shared with the field to help identify trends and patterns based on information entered into this 
system. 

For those attending the KIDZ IN MOTION conference August 22-24, 2019 in Orlando, FL, consider 
attending the session “The App has Arrived: Moving Forward with the National Digital Car Seat Check 
Form”. This session will include information about the app and other latest updates regarding the 
National Digital Car Seat Check Form. 

Please enjoy this exciting new resource and share your feedback about the NDCF with us. We look 
forward to our continued work together with child passenger safety professionals as we collectively 
advance the mission of keeping children safe in and around vehicles. 

Submitted by Amy Artuso, Senior Program Manager, National Safety Council (Itasca, Ill.) 

 

UPPAbaby Webinar Follow-Up 

Thank you to the CPSTs who joined us on May 23 for a webinar about UPPAbaby car 
seats. We covered quite a bit and that 60 minutes flew by! Since we didn’t have enough 
time to sufficiently answer the submitted questions during the webinar, we wanted to 
take a little time to answer some of those burning questions and reiterate a few key 
takeaways.  Many of you had questions about the KNOX convertible seat and the available wool 
blend fabric, called Jordan. Available for an additional $50, the fabric has no added chemicals to meet 
government flammability standards.  This fabric is machine washable in cold water on a gentle cycle, 
then hung to dry.  The lanolin (high allergen content) is removed from the material. 

What often comes with a convertible seat is an infant insert; the KNOX does not.  The seat is 
specifically designed as a next stage seat after a rear-facing only seat.   We recommend utilizing the seat 
from 12 months onward.  There is an inlay available to help with positioning relative to the harness from 
14-25 pounds. 

Our harness position relative to a child’s shoulders is a bit unconventional.  When the KNOX is installed 
RF or FF, we want to maintain head containment, so our guideline for fit is that a thumbnail width can 
be between the child’s shoulder and the head restraint wing to ensure proper fit.  This may mean that the 
harness may be at or slightly above in the rear facing direction depending on the size of the child. 

There was a typo in the presentation about ALTA, our BPB, regarding height/head containment.  The 
overall occupant height acceptable in the seat is 57 inches, however, still follow industry guidelines to 
ensure that the top of the child’s ear is contained within the head restraint. 

The reason we participated in a webinar prior to launch was to show the CPST community the new 
technology UPPAbaby products have to offer. As a CPST, you know that weight limits and features are 
subject to change, so continue to pull out the manual prior to installation to ensure that the information 
you have is up to date.       

If you have any questions regarding the KNOX or ALTA, email Daniella Brown, UPPAbaby Safety 
Advocate.    
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Submitted by Daniella Brown, UPPAbaby (Bloomfield Hills, MI) 

 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Reports 

The National Center for Statistics and Analysis (NCSA), an office of the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration, is responsible for providing a wide range of analytical and statistical support to 
NHTSA and the highway safety community at large. 

Children 2017 Traffic Safety Fact Sheet (DOT HS 812 719)   

Based on data from the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS), and the Crash Reporting Sampling 
System (CRSS). There is also state-level data for child fatalities and fatality rates in motor vehicle 
crashes in 2017. 

Overview: 

 Of the 37,133 motor vehicle traffic fatalities in the United States, 1,147 

(3%) were children. 

 Child motor vehicle traffic fatalities decreased by 8 percent from 1,244 

in 2016 and declined by 15 percent from 1,350 in 2008. 

 On average, 3 children were killed every day in the United States in 

traffic crashes.  

o Boys accounted for 56 percent of child fatalities in traffic crashes. 

o Of these 794 child passenger vehicle occupants killed in fatal 

crashes, restraint use was known for 721, of whom 267 (37%) 

were unrestrained. This percentage (37%) was lower compared 

to all ages (47%). 

 Analysis has shown that among children under 5 years old, an 

estimated 325 lives were saved in 2017 by restraint use. Of these 325 

lives saved, 312 were associated with the use of child safety seats and 

14 with the use of adult seat belts. 

 At 100-percent child safety seat use for those under 5 years old, an 

estimated 371 lives (that is, an additional 46) could have been saved in 

2017. 

 From 1975 to 2017, an estimated 11,606 lives were saved by child 

restraints (child safety seats or adult seat belts) for children under 5 

years old in passenger vehicles. 
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Read the report 

Submitted by Laura Dunn, NHTSA (Washington, DC) 

 

CEU Resources 

This section provides information on nationally-available continuing education opportunities. We are 
not able to include information on state or local conferences, training or other technical updates if they 
cannot be made available nationally. This information is provided as a resource only. Events and 
activities listed here are not endorsed by Safe Kids Worldwide unless otherwise noted. 

CPS Express CEU Corner Submissions: Please e-mail the necessary information (in the format below) 
to Kerry Chausmer. 

 

Conferences 

PREVCON 
Washington, DC 
July 17 - 20, 2019 

KIDZ IN MOTION 
Champions Gate, Fla. (Orlando) 
August 22 –24, 2019 

 

Online Courses 

A variety of webinars are available online and free of charge. Learn more. 

 

Upcoming Webinars 

 Troubleshoot to avoid problems: Run a System Check 

 Can I get credit for watching a webinar with a group?  

 Can I use my smartphone? 

Tech Assistant or Course Assistant - There is a Difference 
* Does not quality for CPS CEUs.  
Thursday, July 11, 2019 
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2:00 pm – 2:30 pm ET 
Register Now  

Car Seat Manufacturer Update: Nuna and Mifold       
Thursday, July 25, 2019 
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm ET 
Register Now  

Top CEU Auditing Questions 
* Does not quality for CPS CEUs 
Thursday, August 15, 2019 
2:00 pm – 2:30 pm ET 
Register Now  

Car Seat Manufacturer Update: Convaid R82   
Thursday, September 5, 2019 
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm ET 
Register Now 

How Much Information and When: Identifying and Maximizing the Teachable Moment 
* Does not quality for CPS CEUs. May use for as part of Community Education requirement. 
Thursday, September 19, 2019 
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm ET 
Register Now 

Car Seat Manufacturer Update: Baby Trend   
Thursday, October 24, 2019 
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm ET 
Register Now  

Microaggressions: A mini webinar on tiny insults and dismissals 
* Does not quality for CPS CEUs. May use for as part of Community Education requirement. 
Thursday, October 17, 2019 
2:00 pm – 2:20 pm ET 
Register Now 

More webinars coming soon! Updates posted on Facebook.  

 

For Instructors 

Not-So-New New Skills Evaluation 

As we eagerly await the new curriculum, you may have heard that we have a new fourth skills 
evaluation…but it isn’t really new at all.  

We heard your concerns about the lack of formal evaluation structure associated with the checkup (event 
or inspection station) so the checkup event is newly renamed with new, improved structure. 

The event guidelines remain the same. The course includes a minimum two-hours (excluding set-up and 
breakdown) event. It can still be open to the public or appointment-based. What’s new? We strongly 
encourage each course to have someone outside of instructor team arrange, promote and manage the 
checkup event. Having a well-attended event is critical and instructors may not be able to give it the 
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time and attention it needs to be successful. Additionally, we have developed an evaluation sheet for a 
standardized, objective review of each student at the event. 

Each check teams should be three (3) or fewer students. Each student will be the lead Technician 
(primary educator) on at least one (1) seat check during the event. Other team members will assist as 
needed, such as acting as scribes. An Instructor team member will supervise each team of students, 
completing an evaluation sheet for each student. 

Students must successfully: 

 Engage the caregiver in the education process, utilizing Learn-Practice-

Explain. 

 Encourage best practice but accept “good” or “better”. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of CPS state laws and how they relate to good, 

better, best. 

 Refer to car seat labels, instruction manuals and Technician Guide as 

needed. 

 Correct misuse errors. 

 Demonstrate active listening skills. 

 Use a positive tone of voice. 

We understand that each seat check is unique so there is an option to note if there was no opportunity to 
observe defined actions. The National CPS Board will include more detail about the evaluations, FAQs 
and support materials as the curriculum rolls out. 

Much more about the new curriculum was included in the Lifesavers Instructor update so please review 
the PPT and keep reading the CPS Express.  

Instructor Preparedness Series: Course Preparation 

With the new curriculum being launched this fall, it is a perfect time to meet with your fellow instructors 
to review the curriculum, change your routine, and incorporate as much hands-on activities and learning 
into your presentations. The new curriculum focuses on adult learning theory, which requires all 
instructors and teaching teams to re-assess their teaching strategies, and evaluate your team building 
skills.   

This is also a good time to ensure you have all the needed supplies by conducting a full inventory of 
your training kit and creating an inventory spreadsheet which will help keep your equipment organized 
and instructors current. A variety of equipment in your kit provides your technician candidates with a 
real-world experience, which will set them up for success in the field. A spreadsheet can easily be 
emailed to your teaching team so they can use the information to better prepare for their teaching 
assignments and used during the mandatory Pre-course Instructor Meeting. 

Submitted by Debbie Landoskey, Quality Assurance Specialist, Safe Kids Worldwide. 

(Ormond Beach, Fla.) 
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Questions? Comments? Concerns? 

Safe Kids Worldwide 
CPS Certification  
1255 23rd Street NW, Suite 400  
Washington, D.C. 20037 
cps.certification@safekids.org 
Phone: 877-366-8154 (toll free)  
Fax: 202-393-2072   

Ideas and Article Submissions 

Advocates and manufacturers are welcome to submit articles, or suggestions for articles, to the CPS 
Express! 

Send your ideas and submissions to kchausmer@safekids.org. 

All submissions may be edited for content and length. 
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